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	Product Information
	Specification

Originally published in 1908, Practical Psychomancy and Crystal Gazing is a course of 11 lessons on the psychic phenomena of distant sensing, clairvoyance, psychometry, crystal gazing, etc. This most interesting study is stated clearly, so that all may readily understand the fundamental principle of psychic communication. You will discover the art of psychic abilities including seeing through solid objects, diagnosis of hidden diseases, sensing the scenes of the past, foreseeing future events, and so much more.
About the author -- Excerpt from the Wikipedia:
William W. Atkinson was a very important and influential American figure in the early days of the New Thought Movement. He was an attorney, merchant, publisher, and author, as well as an occultist and an American pioneer of New Thought.
Atkinson's 1906 book, Thought Vibration: The Law of Attraction in the Thought World, is associated with the thinking behind the phenomena surrounding the 2006 movie, The Secret, which gained widespread attention in the media from Saturday Night Live to The Oprah Winfrey Show in the United States.
Atkinson pursued a business career from 1882 onwards and in 1894 he was admitted as an attorney to the Bar of Pennsylvania. While he gained much material success in his profession as a lawyer, the stress and over-strain eventually took its toll, and during this time he experienced a complete physical and mental breakdown, and financial disaster. He looked for healing and in the late 1880s he found it with New Thought. From mental and physical wreck and financial ruin, he wrought perfect health, mental vigor and material prosperity, which he attributed to the application of the principles of New Thought.
Contents Covered:
	Lesson 1 -- The Nature of Psychomancy 	Interesting, scientific principles underlying Psychomancy. Sensing objects by the Astral Senses. The three classes of Psychomancy. The phenomena of the Astral Vision. The Astral Tube. Projection of the Astral Body.


	Lesson 2 -- How to Develop Yourself 	The Dawn of the Psychic Faculties. Auric Colors. Visions. Development Methods. Concentration. Visualization. Psychometry. The Magic Mirror. How to use the Crystal and Mirror. General Instruction.


	Lesson 3 -- Simple Psychomancy 	Simple and Space Psychomancy and their differences. Sensitivity to Impressions. "Feeling" the Thought of Others. Seeing Through Solid Objects. Seeing Down Into the Earth. Telescopic and Microscopic Vision. Diagnosis of Disease by Psychomancy.


	Lesson 4 -- The Astral Tube 	This most interesting study is stated clearly, so that all may readily understand this fundamental principle of Psychic Communication.


	Lesson 5 -- Psychometry 	Locating persons by a lock of hair, etc. Reading a person's characteristics, past history, etc. Describing distant scenes from flowers, etc. Describing mines from bits of minerals, etc. Reading the past associations of an object.


	Lesson 6 -- Crystal Gazing 	Revival of a Lost Science. Various forms of Crystal Gazing. Directions of "How to Do It," etc.


	Lesson 7 -- Astral Projection 	Projecting the Astral Body. Materializing one's self. Taking part in Distant Scenes, Events and Conversations. Showing one's self to Absent Friends. What the trained experimenter may do. The English Society's reports upon Psychic Phenomena along these lines. The Living Ghost within each of us. Traveling in the Astral.


	Lesson 8 -- Space Psychomancy 	What it means, and what may be accomplished by means of it. Swedenborg's, and others', wonderful experiences. Truth stranger than fiction. Scientific facts reading like a romance.


	Lesson 9 -- Past Time Psychomancy 	Sensing the scenes, occurrences and objects of the Past, by Astral Vision. A most fascinating subject, and one of importance to those having or developing Psychic Power.


	Lesson 10 -- Future Time Psychomancy 	Reading the Future. Future events cast their shadows before. Destiny and Fate. Premonitions, Previsions and Second Sight. The wonderful prevision and prediction of Cazotte, and its amusing sequel.


	Lesson 11 -- Dream Psychomancy 	Psychomancy during sleep. The Phenomena of Psychic Dreams and Visions. Traveling in the Astral while asleep. Remarkable and well authenticated cases of Psychic Dreams and Visions, true and verified. This lesson will explain many similar instances in your own experience.
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